This lesson should take about 4 or 5 academic hours to teach and practice. One academic hour is 40 minutes. However, if you have a class of very smart kids, this should take less time.

Goal: To teach young learners how to count from 1 to 10

Vocabulary: one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, how many

**Presentation Stage**

Powerpoint: First use the powerpoint presentation to teach numbers vocabulary from 1 to 5 on Day 1. Then in the second lesson, teach numbers 6 to 10. Use flashcards instead if you have no overhead projector. Alternatively, you could use the video slides.

**Practice Stage**

Flash me game: With *flash me*, the teacher holds number cards with the pictures facing his chest so the kids can’t see the picture. The teacher asks the kids to get ready to say what they see as he/she pulls out a card and shows them the picture from left to right in a quick flash. The kid who says the right word gets a sticker or some sort of reward. The first time you flash a card, it is always good to do the movement fast. The second time, you show the same card at medium speed. When a student or team says the right word, give a sticker and show the picture so they see the winner was correct.

Flashcard Games: Cut out the small-sized flashcards and bring to class. Get the kids to sit in a circle. This is usually possible when you have a small group. Show them the cards and say the words. Then put the cards on the floor or table and when you say a word, the kids slam the card. For example you say "Two Apples" Kids touch the *two apple* card and repeat what you said. Give praise for each correct move or some kind of reward.

Writing Worksheets: Hand out worksheets at the end of each lesson. Let the kids trace or write the words learnt. For example, if you taught 1 to 5 today, give them handwriting worksheets 1 to 5 to trace and write. Follow up with 6 to 10 in another lesson.

Puppet show: Pre-teach the word APPLE and the phrase HOW MANY? Show the puppets and pretend to have them talking. The bear puppet asks "How many apples do you have?" The green puppet responds "I have 1 apple." There are 5 puppet cards for the green puppet according to the numbers 1 to 5.

Songs: Kids love songs. Use the audio provided to teach and reinforce the key language points.

**Production/Output stage**

Short Dialogue Role Play: Students take turns using the puppets and try asking and answering the question with the puppets.